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Philippines are said as a democratic country, follows certain rules governed by people. It 

is well-known because of its amazing nick-name as "Perlas ng Silangan". Free from any 
hazardous events, conflicts and war against other countries. It is a country having people who 
have pure Pilipino blood flowing in their veins accompanied with Filipino values. It is a country 
having harmonious ways of relationship among each people, and having been practiced with a 
positive values in life. But that was a hundred years ago; years of our forefathers, our ancestors. 
Change have come and our nation also undergone changes. And look! What happen today? So 
much problem, so much obstacles, so much conflicts, crisis, economic problems and poverty that 
affect our peace and order situation mLl6h more on the image of our country. We are 
experiencing the affect of it. We are very much affected.  

And one of the problems that we are experiencing nowadays was the problems with 
regards to the PEACE AND HUMAN RIGHTS. Unmaintained peace and UNPRACTICED OF 
HUMAN RIGHTS belong to the issues in this generation. Time to time there is a controversy 
regarding this matter. Conflict is some of the causes and affect of the issue. An added burden to 
the problems of society as well as to the whole world, for the reason that peace is not maintained 
so much more on the unpracticed human rights.  

Our nation desires to rose, urged to be lift-up and wants to prosper but because of the 
issues regarding this matter, it loses its way to the top. This serves as block, a hindrance and an 
obstacle.  

PEACE AND HUMAN RIGHTS are everybody's concern. It should be maintained and 
balance for us to be able to live harmoniously with the rest of God’s creation but, how many of 
us spend time and take an effort to do it? How many of us to trying to maintained it? This is the 
things we really missed in our everyday life. The things we forgot to do, we forgot to manage, 
and we forgot to practice.  

Stop! Look and listen to what is happening around us today. Open your eyes widely so 
that you can totally see the entire image of our country. Uncover your eyes so, you can hear loud 
and clear the supplication of affected persons. Where is peace? Where human rights'? All have 
disappeared and vanished.  

So, I, you, we…let us come together, and help one another. Let us find a best solution to 
cure the disease of our nation. Let us make our way to success if we want change, let change be 
it! 


